
A Reminiscent Game About the Joker Seven Cards
 

Joker Seven is an entirely different puzzle game whose main objective is to find the "Joker".

This joker character is not visible until you have started to play, therefore it can be quite a

challenge. Actually, this game presents more challenges than any we have ever played

before. This is the main reason why I believe that Joker Seven is among the most

challenging puzzles we have ever encountered. In fact, I would even go as far as saying that

it is probably one of the most difficult games we have ever played. 

 

This game comes in two modes, which are Story and Challenge modes. In the story mode,

you will guide Jack, who is the hero, throughout the dark rooms of hell. There, the joker

awaits and waits for him to make a fatal mistake. And when you make such a mistake, the

joker will kill you instantly and take over your soul. 

 

The second mode in the game presents more challenges. In this mode, you will need to

guide yourself through the levels in order to find the joker seven cards. There is an extremely

large room in this mode and to walk through it, you will need to activate the various gadgets

present there like the lift, stairs etc. However, there is also another challenge in this puzzle

game whose difficulty is increased if you do not have a clue about where the joker is. In this

mode, you will have to use the items present to find the hidden joker seven cards. 

 

In the game tray, you will see an item called the joker card. When this card is placed on the

joker pattern on the game tray, a skull will be thrown towards you. The skull will fall into the

water and then reveal the joker seven cards. You will have to find the correct joker card in

this mode in order to complete the level. 

 

 The last mode in this puzzle game whose difficulty increases with the increasing levels is the

tower defense game. In this one, you will face the same obstacles that you face while facing

the previous levels of this puzzle game whose difficulty increases with the increasing levels.

The tower will shoot at you will have to defend yourself with the help of the various defense

tools available. There are enemies for you to fight here also.  And, they are even stronger

than those that were faced in the previous levels of this game. 

 

This game presents an interesting mystery behind it. In the beginning, it is seen that the main

character of this game, the joker, is taken away from his own home and thrown into a strange

place. There, he meets the five other members of the team, and they start wondering what

has happened to their friend. Slowly but surely, they piece together what has happened to

him, and soon they realize that they have to find the person responsible for his crimes and

put an end to his wickedness once and for all. It is up to the team to save their friend, joker,

and defeat the enemy before the time runs out. 

 

This game presents a mystery behind the joker that will captivate you from start to finish.  At

the start of the game, the player knows very little about the joker himself. He is just a simple

character with a strange multi-colour design. But as the game progresses, you will get to
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learn more about this joker. You will find out why he is so strange, and what is behind his

sinister actions. 

 

To add to the mystery, you will be able to see different parts of the joker's head, including his

famous smiling face. The game tray will also include a single card for each of the seven

characters involved in the game, making it easy to identify your character among the seven

cards. The game is sure to enchant both children and adults with its dark humour, mysterious

story, and fun characters. Your child will be thrilled to have this fun role-playing game, which

is also suitable for those who enjoy playing computer games. You can play the game

immediately after downloading it onto your computer, or you can choose to purchase the

Joker Seven Card Collector Pack that comes with the game.


